If you didn't stay in the AP stream,
how do you feel about your
decision to drop it after being in the
regular stream for awhile?
I stayed in AP. Will never regret my
decision.
I stayed in the AP stream, BEST
DECISION, Highly recommended!
I stayed :)
I'm glad I did not drop out of AP
stream

I regret it. It's a nice stream to follow
for someone who enjoys math
I miss class for extra curriculars often
and you MUST be in class to truly
succeed in this course or else you
will quickly fall behind. That's what
happened to me and I had to work
twice as hard to catch up. Next, you
need a lot of time at home to
complete your homework each
night. Sometimes the questions are
very difficult and if you don't have at
least an hour to truly commit and
solve the hard problems, then you
are not helping yourself

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on journals or
assignments

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on tests

If you didn't do as well as you
wanted, what prevented you
from doing so?

EXTRA PRACTICE!

Misinterpretation of questions,
silly mistakes...

Doing the review online

My life

-extra practice for sure

Not keeping up with journals and
assignments

My journals, my interest, Mrs k,
extra practice, class review

Slacking off and not working as
hard as I should have.

Late night extra practice and
dark roast black coffee.

Studying harder and allocating
more time for review

Paying attention in class will seriously
help you, asking questions in class to
make sure you know your stuff, and
don't be afraid to ask for help! Mrs. K
will always help if you reach out.

Review your notes and do lots
of extra practice. It's one thing
to know a formula but you need
to know how to apply it in a
variety of situations

Falling behind sometimes on
assignments and journals and
leaving extra practice to night
before the test.

Using the system with OneNote now, I
did well to keep my mark up and make
sure I don't fall behind. With the old
system, I asked a lot of questions,
talked to my classmates, and did
journals for points.

If you do the reviews Mrs. K
posts online, in my opinion you
will be 100% ready for the test
because she puts similar
questions on. Reading over your
journals is also really helpful!

PROCARCINATING, don't do it.
Make sure you fully understand
something when it's taught and
don't study the last day before
the test, it's harder to retain
information that way.

Manage your work and things in on
time. Try to never get behind in your
work
Staying on top of them. The new
system of submitting the journals
online really helped.
Staying on task and doing them the
day they were assigned
Asking for help from other students
and also ensuring to keep up with
journals everyday and not being too
far behind.
Don't wait till the night before the
test, do your assignment, understand,
then complete them and ask
questions as needed.

If you didn't stay in the AP stream,
how do you feel about your
decision to drop it after being in the
regular stream for awhile?
1. Mrs K is a great teacher who
makes time to actually help her
students! Don't understand
something? Email her, see her at
lunch, or visit before/after school
and she'll be able to clear up
confusing stuff.
2. Because the AP stream sticks
together, our group was close. We
had a math group chat where people
were always willing to lend a helping
hand.

Honestly, I miss the class
environment at times and the
quality teaching I got from Mrs. K. It
is not often in highschool that you
get to be in a class with everyone
who is just as smart or smarter than
you. They were all so friendly and
everybody was willing to help
anyone at anytime (even at 2am).
Then I took Mrs. K for granted!
Cherish this teacher you have been
blessed with. You won't find a more
caring soul than the one teaching
you advanced mathematics.

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on journals or
assignments

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on tests

There is that feeling of connection
between everyone in the class, thus
we feel comfortable sharing each
other's journals and assignments
despite them potentially being wrong
and correcting each other's work.

DO THE REVIEW, look over key
concepts in journal, extra
practice also entails bonus,
don't miss out like I did many
times, also Mrs. K is always
available to help you if you
don't understand something
(take advantage of this
opportunity).

Don't wait too long after the lecture to
complete the journal and assignment
for the day. That way you don't forget
what you learned and can apply it
effectively. Also, if you finish the
assignment and journal early in the
day, you can compare your answers
with your peers to ensure that they
are correct.

Doing the review the night
before is super helpful and is a
really good refresher of the
unit. It helps you find out which
stuff you need to work on
before the test and then all you
have to do is practice it, and the
test is ezpz.

I believe staying on track definitely
helps with journals and not falling
behind. In the assignment, you usually
do questions that are similar to the
ones left for you, try to use these ones
you did in class for your benefit. With
journals always revert back to your
assignment pages and ask for help if
you do need it, whether it's Mrs k or
your peers within the class.

I did a lot of extra practice to
get those bonus marks, and
while getting that bonus you
review everything too so it's
basically doing two things that
boost your test mark all in one
go.

If you didn't do as well as you
wanted, what prevented you
from doing so?

From not taking the time to
properly do my work and review
it beforehand. As well as always
relying on your peers work to fix
your own, try to do the work
yourself instead. Always do
corrections in order to
understand your mistakes and fix
it, because if not it will not better
your understanding of concepts
and you may possibly remember
the old way you answered the
question, in which it was wrong.
Also failing to ask Mrs k before
the test day to clarify certain
concepts I may not understand
because I don't want to sound
dumb, in which I should have
instead so I would've done better
on a question relating to the
topic.

If you didn't stay in the AP stream,
how do you feel about your
decision to drop it after being in the
regular stream for awhile?

I had a job and played rep sports
plus three other classes! It just didn't
work out. BUT those were the
reasons why I dropped the course
after grade 10!
Regardless you shouldn't drop the
course in grade 10! There is a big
jump between grade 10 academic
and grade 11 univerity functions. AP
definetly helped me bridge the gap
and succeed to get a 90+ in grade 11
functions. So I'm grateful for that.
So cherish your time in grade 10 and
if you think about dropping it, don't
let the excuse me "It's too hard"
drive your decision to drop it
because you then have to ask "am i
working hard enough?". Really ask
yourself if you can succeed here and
then you'll know!

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on journals or
assignments

What key thing would you say
enabled you to do well on tests

If you didn't do as well as you
wanted, what prevented you
from doing so?

Paying attention in class is key...and
asking questions for concepts you
don't understand when you have the
time to do so

The option of extra practice
definitely allowed me to do well
in tests as it prepares you for
what type of questions you may
see in the test and refresh your
memory in concepts you may
have done in the beginning of
the unit.

I didn't put as much effort as I
should have, you get out what
you put in. Don't slack on
journals or homework, and
always do the review before the
test

I stayed on top of them. In the first
two semesters of AP I didn't do my
journals until the night before the test
and i wouldn't say i was as successful
as recently because I began doing
them on the night of.

1. Journals and Assignments are
really well-formatted so they're
useful when reviewing for tests.
Don't underestimate them.
2. Incentive to actually do extra
practice/review means that I
actually do it. (And you should
too)

-talking to peers within the class
-the YouTube videos under outlines
-the OneNote Dropbox thing!! It kept
me so on top of my game!!! If there's
one thing to keep, keep that!!

Extra practice was extremely
beneficial. The more you do,
not only the more bonus you
get, but you also become more
and more prepared for the test.

Sometimes you'll just get lazy or
feel overwhelmed by the
combined work from all your
classes. If you find yourself stuck
like this, try to revamp your
studying/homework method.
Work in breaks and don't
multitask! Math + Netflix will
take 5 hours for you to complete
that journal which could've been
done in 30 minutes. When I
started working in breaks and
studying smart, I found it easier
to maintain my grades.

